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Prototyping Essentials with AxurePackt Publishing, 2014

	A comprehensive strategy and planning guide for the production of world-class UX artifacts such as annotated wireframes, immersive prototypes, and detailed documentation with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn in a progressive and structured way to plan and construct highly compelling interactive,...
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Developing Enterprise Applications - An Impurist's ViewQue, 2000
Developing Enterprise Applications using Using VB6, MTS, SQLServer and IIS- An Impurist's View shows software architects, developers and managers how to apply both common and lesser known patterns and framework components to create flexible, global enterprise applications using Microsoft's tools and technologies. Along the way, you will see hints,...
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PowerPoint 2007: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
 Like every other application in Microsoft Office suite, PowerPoint is loaded with features. So many, in fact, that even veterans don't know where to find them all. Microsoft solved this problem in PowerPoint 2007 by redesigning the user interface with a tabbed toolbar that makes features easy to locate and use. PowerPoint 2007...
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C# 7.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 7.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2017

	
		When you need answers for programming with C# 7.0, this tightly focused reference tells you exactly what you need to know—without long introductions or bloated examples. Easy-to-browse and ideal as a quick reference, this guide will help experienced C#, Java, and C++ programmers get up to speed with the latest version of the C#...
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Software Architect's Handbook: Become a successful software architect by implementing effective architecture conceptsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to exploring software architecture concepts and implementing best practices

	
		Key Features

		
			Enhance your skills to grow your career as a software architect
	
			Design efficient software architectures using patterns and best practices
	
			Learn...
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The C++ Programming Language (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1997

	This book presents every major C++ language feature and the standard library. It is organized around language and library facilities. However, features are presented in the context of their use. That is, the focus is on the language as the tool for design and programming rather than on the language in itself. This book demonstrates key...
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OpenAMPackt Publishing, 2011

	OpenAM is an open source continuation of the OpenSSO project that was taken over, and later scrapped, by Oracle. OpenAM is the only commercial-grade, feature-rich web application that provides SSO solutions. It has a variety of features and a powerful Single Sign-On (SSO) capability, but the implementation can be tricky, and the unorganized...
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Exploring Java (Java (Addison-Wesley))O'Reilly, 1997

	
		The second edition of Exploring Java, introduces the basics of Java, the object-oriented programming language for networked applications from Sun Microsystems. This book covers the essentials of hot topics like Beans and RMI and shows you how to get up speed writing Java applets and other applications, including networking...
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Developing Visual Basic Add-ins: The VB IDE Extensibility ModelO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Most developers can think of dozens of ways in which they'd like to modify Visual Basic's integrated development environment (or IDE) in order to work more productively. These enhancements can range from simple items (like determining the version of Visual Basic for Applications used by the IDE, or clearing the Immediate...
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New Directions in Human Information Behavior (Information Science and Knowledge Management)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
"Human information Behaviour (HIB) is one of the most popular and yet most complex research areas in the field of library and information science (LIS). … This book is a valuable addition to the other books recently published in this area … . the editors have done a good job organising them in a logical way...
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Employee Engagement: A Roadmap for Creating Profits, Optimizing Performance, and Increasing LoyaltyJossey-Bass, 2009
"If you think you know everything it takes to attain associate/employee engagement, put yourself to the test. This book provides a holistic approach to engagement that will create the competitive edge required to succeed in this economy."      
-- Sharon S. Bilgischer, senior manager, logistics global talent, curriculum and...
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Virtualization: A Manager's GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is intended to introduce managers or subject matter experts outside of information
		technology (IT) to the concepts behind virtualization technology, the different
		categories of virtualization, and how they are used. It is not meant to replace
		product documentation. It is not meant as a “how to” guide...
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